




Blue Poets: Brilliant Poetry is a comparative study of four poets and factors that affected their 
lives and livelihood.  The term “blue” refers to the melancholy experienced with depression, 
frequent or excessive oppressive circumstances, trauma, and the sadness associated with the 
blues as a musical form.  Brilliant poetry may be productively therapeutic, pedagogical, 
cathartic, or freshly reflected through a symbolic slant or a psychoanalytical lens.  The poems in 
this study lend themselves to several possible areas of exploration: religious interpretation, 
assessment of socio-psychological factors, dream analysis, and / or the scrutiny of surrealistic 
elements.       
Chapter I:  The Agony of Disbelief and the Journey toward Faith (A comparative study featuring 
Miguel de Unamuno, Denise Levertov, and Anne Sexton).  In chapter I, you will see how the arts 
and literature sustained them through their critical times and spiritual expeditions even though 
they were unable to prove God’s existence.  
"Chapter 2: Singing' the Blues as Loud as I Can: The Psychoanalytical, the Surreal, and Coming 
out of the Closet" (A comparative study featuring Federico Garcia Lorca and Anne Sexton).  In 
chapter II, you will see how too much mania or depression is detrimental to the artist who will 
likely abandon the project.  Moreover, I will show how two romantics sought fulfillment in their 
art and in their exploration for true love and acceptance and the price they paid for it.   
 
